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Foldable plaster square for the professionals
Hultafors has taken yet another step to make life easier for the craftsmen.
Plaster square PS120 is the latest addition to reach the market. Being foldable,
the tool is easy to transport and store. It is a steady tool featuring four set angles
of fixation.
Only professionals know what professionals need. That’s why craftsmen have been
involved during Hultafors’ development of their new plaster square PS120. The tool is
best described as functional, convenient to use, and stable when cutting out
plasterboards.
”Foldability is an important functionality of the plaster square. Since the stock does not
protrude it is easy for the user to transport the tool and it takes up less space in the car,
says Håkan Carlsson, Product Manager at Hultafors Group.
Being able to fold the plaster square is one of the primary benefits to the users. Mikael
Bengtsson, carpenter at Skanska, is one of the craftsmen who has tested the new tool.
”Since it is so easy to work with, the plaster square really makes my job easier. It is
easy to transport in the car, easy to carry when I move around on large construction
sites and don’t have to worry about leaving scratch marks on walls,” he says.
In order to optimise the user experience, an easy manoeuvre allows the craftsman to
set the stock in four fixed positions. There are 21 marked angles and the stock can be
turned to both the left and the right. Designed to get the best grip and best torque, the
knob makes the plaster square a reliable tool.
Another important area of focus during the development process was the fact that the
tool must rest steadily on the surface throughout the work process.
“Many craftsmen have been asking for a plaster square that does not wobble. In order
to meet that need, our product has a steady construction and is made of anodized
aluminium.
Length: The blade is 1200 millimetres
Grading: Deep etched millimetre grading
Colour: Aluminium grey, know and print is in red.
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For further information contact: Håkan Carlsson, Product Manager at Hultafors Group,
+46 (0)33 723 74 31, hakan.carlsson@hultaforsgroup.com.
Hultafors Group offers a dynamic range of premium brands to rely on. Snickers Workwear, Wibe
Ladders and Hultafors Tools form together a powerful offer for distributors and craftsmen who
want innovative and reliable products with maximum function, safety and ergonomics. Hultafors
Group has 650 employees, an annual turnover of 1.1 billion SEK and sales operations on more
than 40 markets the world over. www.hultaforsgroup.com

